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(57) Described herein are systems and techniques
for determining a pack station for storing inventory in a
materials handling facility, routing item packages to pack
stations based on size ranges for custom containers and
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Description

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Application No. 13/429,257, filed March 23, 2012 entitled "Custom
Container In A Materials Handling Facility," which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Many companies package items and/or groups of items together for a variety of purposes, such as e-commerce
and mail-order companies that package items (e.g., books, CDs, apparel, food, etc.) to be shipped to fulfill orders from
customers. Retailers, wholesalers, and other product distributors (which may collectively be referred to as distributors)
typically maintain an inventory of various items that may be ordered by clients or customers. This inventory may be
maintained and processed at a materials handling facility which may include, but is not limited to, one or more of:
warehouses, distribution centers, cross-docking facilities, order fulfillment facilities, packaging facilities, shipping facilities,
or other facilities or combinations of facilities for performing one or more functions of material (inventory) handling.
[0003] Common concerns with fulfilling items and/or groups of items involves optimizing the picking of items from a
materials handling facility and ensuring that appropriate containers are used for shipping those items.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The detailed description is set forth with reference to the accompanying figures. In the figures, the left-most
digit(s) of a reference number identifies the figure in which the reference number first appears. The use of the same
reference numbers in different figures indicates similar or identical items.

FIG. 1 illustrates a broad view of the operation of a materials handling facility, in one implementation.
FIG. 2 illustrates an additional view of the operation of a material handling facility, in one implementation.
FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating an example process for receiving inventory into a materials handling facility.
FIG. 4A is a block diagram of standard container containing items.
FIG. 4B is a block diagram of a custom container containing items.
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating an example process for picking, sorting, packing and shipping an item package.
FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an example process for determining an appropriate pack station for a custom
container.
FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating an example process for determining dimensions of an item package.
FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating an example process for packing a custom container.
FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating an example process for forming custom containers based on available shipping
container dimensions.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating an example computer system configured to implement one or more of the
packaging related operations described herein.

[0005] While implementations are described herein by way of example, those skilled in the art will recognize that the
implementations are not limited to the examples or drawings described. It should be understood that the drawings and
detailed description thereto are not intended to limit implementations to the particular form disclosed, but on the contrary,
the intention is to cover all modifications, equivalents and alternatives falling within the spirit and scope as defined by
the appended claims. The headings used herein are for organizational purposes only and are not meant to be used to
limit the scope of the description or the claims. As used throughout this application, the word "may" is used in a permissive
sense (i.e., meaning having the potential to), rather than the mandatory sense (i.e., meaning must). Similarly, the words
"include", "including", and "includes" mean including, but not limited to.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0006] A packaging information system configured to facilitate stowing, picking, packing and/or shipping operations
may include various components used to facilitate efficient and/or cost-effective operations in a materials handling facility.
For example, in various embodiments, a packaging information system may include an inventory management system,
a planning service, a product dimension estimator, a product dimension correction manager, a container recommendation
service, one or more custom container forming devices (CCFD), a package performance analyzer, and/or a packaging
service which may be utilized together or separately to facilitate efficient and/or cost-effective operations in the materials
handling facility. For example, one or more of these components may be utilized to recommend a standard container
or a custom container that is suitable for shipping, storing or transporting one or more items from or within the materials
handling facility dependent on physical characteristics of the one or more items, such as physical dimension values,
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and estimated fulfillment costs for the item or group of items. A "standard container," as used herein is any pre-formed
container having standard, pre-defined dimensions. A "custom container," as used herein, is any container that is formed
within a materials handling facility according to physical characteristics (e.g., length, width, height) associated with one
or more items to be placed in the container. For example, the physical characteristics may be dimension values (e.g.,
length, width, height) associated with an item that is to be placed in the custom container for shipping and the custom
container may be formed based on those provided dimension values, referred to herein as "custom container dimension
values." In some examples, a custom container may be formed using an EM6 or EM7-25 packaging machine available
from Packsize® International LLC, a Box on Demand™ packaging machine, or manually formed by cutting a custom
container from one or more blanks of corrugate, in response to receiving custom container dimension values from the
container recommendation service as part of a packing, storing or shipping operation.
[0007] In some embodiments, a custom container may be selected to reduce the transportation costs associated with
shipping an item or group of items to a customer. For example, if a customer orders an item that is to be shipped to their
home address in Seattle, Washington from a materials handling facility located in Lexington, Virginia, the packaging
information system may identify and recommend a standard container available at that materials handling facility within
which the item may be shipped to the customer and also determine custom container dimension values for a custom
container that can be formed in that materials handling facility and used to ship the item to the customer. For each
(standard container and custom container) a total shipment cost can be estimated that includes, for example, transpor-
tation costs, labor costs and packaging materials costs.
[0008] By estimating the total shipment cost for each of a recommended standard container and a custom container,
the packaging information system can determine the lowest total cost combination to deliver the item to the customer.
Continuing with the above example, if the item to be shipped has dimensions of 30 in. x 20 in. x 15.5 in., the packaging
information system may select a standard container available at the materials handling facility that has dimensions of
35 in. x 25 in. x 20 in. - representing the smallest available standard container in the materials handling facility in Lexington
that is still large enough to handle the item to be shipped. In addition, the packaging information system may determine
that a custom container having custom container dimensions of 30.2 in. x 20.2 in. x. 15.7 in. can be formed using a
custom container forming device in the materials handling facility for use in shipping the item to the customer.
[0009] Based on those two options, the system may determine that the transportation cost for the standard container,
referred to herein as standard container transportation cost, is $7.50 and the transportation cost for the custom container,
referred to herein as custom container transportation cost, is $6.25. This could be based on the volume of the respective
containers, the total weight (e.g., the weight of the custom container may be less because less corrugate is used), or
some other factor for determining transportation costs. Provided that the other costs (e.g., overhead, materials, labor,
machine) associated with utilizing the custom container do not exceed $1.25, the packaging information system may
recommend that the item be shipped in the custom container and route the item to a packing station with a custom
container forming device capable of forming a custom container having the recommended custom container dimension
values. As discussed further below, in alternative examples, the item may be routed to any packing station, the custom
container formed by a custom container forming device located anywhere within the materials handling facility and routed
to the same packing station and the items then packed in the formed custom container. Regardless, for this example,
utilizing the custom container lowers the total fulfillment cost for the item, thereby increasing the overall profit margin of
the materials handling facility.
[0010] In some embodiments, a container recommendation may also be dependent on the customer to whom the item
is to be shipped, an applicable service level agreement, the destination of the item, the carrier selected for transporting
the item, item affinity information, an indicator of the fragility of the item, the weight of the item, and/or an environmental
constraint associated with the item (e.g., a restriction on the temperature and/or humidity at which the item should be
held during transport). In addition, a container recommendation may also be based on ensuring a good customer expe-
rience. For example, a custom container may be selected, even if more costly, so that the item contained in the container
fits well and the customer does not receive a container that is unnecessarily large, and filled with a large amount of
dunnage.
[0011] As used herein, the term "item package" may refer to a single item to be stored, shipped, or otherwise handled
in a container, alone, or to multiple items that have been grouped for shipping, storing or for any other operation within
a materials handling facility, such as for storing in inventory or transporting to a packing or shipping station. The term
"container" may refer to any dimensionally-constrained environment, such as crates, cases, bins, boxes, mailing enve-
lopes or folders, or any other apparatus capable of handling one or more items for storing, conveying or transporting.
In some embodiments, references to a "container" may refer to any dimensionally-constrained environment, including
conventional containers (e.g., boxes, bins, and the like), portals (doorways, hatches, etc.) and dimensionally-constrained
paths (chutes, tracks, conveyor belts, etc.)
[0012] For illustrative purposes, some examples of a packaging information system (and/or various components there-
of) are discussed below in which particular item and container parameters are analyzed in particular manners, and in
which particular types of analyses and processing of parameters is performed. However, those skilled in the art will
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appreciate that the techniques described may be used in a wide variety of other situations, and that other implementations
are not limited to the details of these examples.
[0013] A block diagram of a materials handling facility, which, in one embodiment, may be an order fulfillment facility
configured to utilize various systems and methods described herein, is illustrated in FIG. 1. In this example, multiple
customers 100 may submit orders 120 to a distributor, where each order 120 specifies one or more items from inventory
130 to be shipped to the customer or to another entity specified in the order. An order fulfillment facility typically includes
a receiving operation 180 for receiving shipments of stock from various vendors and storing the received stock in inventory
130. To fulfill the orders 120, the one or more items specified in each order may be retrieved or "picked" from inventory
130 (which may also be referred to as stock storage) in the order fulfillment facility, as indicated by block 140. In some
embodiments, the items in an order may be divided into multiple item packages (i.e., shipment sets) for fulfillment by a
planning service before item package fulfillment instructions are generated (not shown).
[0014] In this example, picked items may be delivered to one or more stations in the order fulfillment facility for sorting
150 into their respective orders or shipment sets and for packing. A package routing operation 165 may sort packed
orders for routing to one of two or more shipping operations 170, from which they may be shipped to the customers 100.
The package routing operation 165 may in various embodiments be automated or manual. The package routing operation
165 may receive an indication of the destination to which each packed order should be routed from a central control
system. In some embodiments, a predictive router may determine a routing destination for each packed order dependent
on the size of a container that is recommended for shipping the order and/or whether the container to be used in
transporting the order is a standard container or a custom container.
[0015] The predictive router may provide an indication of the predictive routing destination to the central control system,
and/or directly to the package routing operation 165, so that the packed order may be diverted to an appropriate shipping
operation 170, as described herein. In other embodiments, a routing operation may route picked or sorted items to a
particular packing station 160, depending on whether a standard container (e.g., a pre-formed box or mailer) or a custom
container has been recommended for containing the item or items. For example, if a custom container has been rec-
ommended for containing one or more items, a routing operation may route picked or sorted items to a particular packing
station 160 that includes a custom container forming device configured to form the container to match the recommended
custom container dimension values. In other examples, if a custom container has been recommended for containing
one or more items, a routing operation may route picked or sorted items to a particular packing station 160, instruct a
custom container forming device located within the facility (either at or remote from the packing station) to form the
custom container and then route the formed custom container to the packing station 160.
[0016] In other embodiments, when a standard container is selected, the routing operation may route the picked or
sorted items to a particular packing station 160 depending upon the size or type of the recommended standard container.
For example, not all standard containers utilized in the facility may be available at all of the packing stations 160. Similarly,
some packing stations 160 may not have access to protective materials recommended for shipping fragile items or items
for which additional protection may be appropriate. Therefore, if an item (or at least one item in a group of items to be
shipped together) requires special packaging, a routing operation may be configured to direct the item(s) to a packing
station 160 at which an appropriate container and/or protective materials are available.
[0017] Note that not every fulfillment facility may include both sorting and packing stations. In certain embodiments,
agents may transfer picked items directly to a packing station, such as packing station 160, while in other embodiments,
agents may transfer picked items to a combination sorting and packing stations (not illustrated). This may result in a
stream and/or batches of picked items for multiple incomplete or complete orders being delivered to a sorting station for
sorting 150 into their respective orders for packing and shipping, according to one embodiment.
[0018] Note that portions of an order may be received at different times, so sorting 150 and packing may have to wait
for one or more items of some orders to be delivered to the sorting station(s) before completion of processing the orders.
Note that a picked, packed and shipped item package does not necessarily include all of the items ordered by the
customer; a shipped item package may include only a subset of the ordered items available to ship at one time from
one inventory storing location. Also note that the various operations of an order fulfillment facility may be located in one
building or facility, or alternatively may be spread or subdivided across two or more buildings or facilities.
[0019] A container recommendation service (which may provide standard container recommendations, custom con-
tainer recommendations and/or specialty packaging recommendations), as described herein in various embodiments,
may be utilized in a number of different facilities and situations, including, but not limited to, materials handling facilities,
order fulfillment centers, rental centers, retailers, distribution centers, packaging facilities, shipping facilities, libraries,
museums, warehouse storage facilities, and the like. Note that the arrangement and order of operations illustrated by
FIG. 1 is merely one example of many possible embodiments of the operation of an order fulfillment facility utilizing a
container recommendation service. Other types of materials handling, manufacturing, or order fulfillment facilities may
include different, fewer, or additional operations and resources, according to different embodiments. For example, as
discussed further below, in some implementations, one or more custom container forming devices may be utilized at
receiving 180 such that received stock is packed in a custom container prior to placement in inventory. In such an
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example, rather than routing the inventory item to a packing station, the item can be picked and transferred directly to
shipping because it has already been packaged at receiving 180. In yet another example, a custom container forming
device may be included at picking 140 such that a custom container for an item package is formed prior to picking. In
this example, the formed custom container may be used by a picking agent and the item(s) may be picked directly into
the custom container, packed and shipped.
[0020] The items in a materials handling facility may be of varying shapes, sizes, and weight. For example, some
items in a materials handling facility may be irregularly shaped. To facilitate container recommendation and/or more
efficient shipping, irregularly shaped items may be handled in boxes or other regularly shaped packaging, which may
make stacking of such items possible. In other embodiments, irregularly shaped items may be handled without placing
them in regularly shaped packaging. According to various embodiments, automated product dimension estimation and/or
correction may be utilized with any regularly shaped or irregularly shaped items.
[0021] FIG. 2 illustrates an additional view of the operation of a material handling facility, in one implementation. As
shown in FIG. 2, inventory 130 may be segmented into standard inventory 202 and custom inventory 204. In some
implementations, there may be a further segmentation of inventory 130 into packed inventory 216. In this example, at
receiving 180 an inventory management system may determine if a stock item is often shipped to customers in standard
containers or custom containers. If a percentage of the shipments containing that item are shipped in custom containers,
the inventory management system may segment the items into both standard inventory 202 and custom inventory 204.
Segmenting stock into standard inventory 202 and custom inventory 204 improves picking operations to the different
pack stations, as discussed below. For example, if a stock item at receiving 180 from a vendor is ultimately packed in
a custom container 60% of the time, the inventory management system may allocate 60% of the received inventory for
that item to custom inventory 204 and 40% to standard inventory 202. Alternatively, the inventory management system
may determine the total amount of stock inventory and allocate a percentage of the received inventory so that the total
stock of the inventory within the fulfillment center is distributed such that 60% is located in the custom inventory 204 and
40% is located in standard inventory 202.
[0022] In addition to allocating inventory at receive, the inventory management system may periodically rebalance
inventory within the fulfillment center. For example, once per week, the inventory management system may assess the
distribution of inventory between standard inventory 202 and custom inventory 204 and rebalance the inventory as
needed. In one example, inventory may be rebalanced by initiating orders for agents to pick a specific amount of inventory
from one inventory location and then stow that inventory in another inventory location.
[0023] Standard inventory 202 may be positioned within a materials handling facility such that it is physically close to
pack stations with standard containers. Locating standard inventory 202 physically near pack stations with standard
containers reduces the time and labor required for standard paths 218, which may include picking, sorting, packing, and
routing for shipping 170 of items that utilize standard containers. For example, if the standard inventory 202 and pack
stations with standard containers are all physically located near one another, the time and labor required to pick, sort,
and pack the items may be reduced.
[0024] Likewise, placing items in custom inventory 204 that are frequently packaged in custom containers may reduce
the time and labor required for custom paths 220, which may include picking, sorting, packing and routing for shipping
170 of items in custom containers. For example, positioning the custom inventory 204 physically near custom container
forming devices and near pack stations reduces the time and labor required to pick and route items from custom inventory
204 to the appropriate pack station. In some implementations, the custom container forming devices may be integrated
with and part of the pack stations. In other implementations, the custom container forming devices may be separate
from the pack stations and formed custom containers routed from the custom container forming devices to specific pack
stations so that the appropriate items can be packed in the formed custom containers.
[0025] As described further below, in some implementations, different custom container forming devices may be
configured to only fabricate custom containers of particular dimensions or size ranges (e.g., small, medium, large). In
such an implementation, the custom inventory 204 may be further segmented such that items within a particular size
range may be stored together. For example items of different dimension ranges may be stored in small inventory 206,
medium inventory 208 and large inventory 210. The small inventory 206, medium inventory 208, and large inventory
210 areas may be positioned physically near custom container forming devices configured to form custom containers
having dimensions that will contain items within those ranges. For example, the small inventory 206 may be positioned
physically near custom container forming devices configured to form small custom containers.
[0026] Small custom containers may be, for example, any custom container whose total height x width is less than 22
inches. Likewise, medium custom containers may be, for example, any custom container having a total height x width
between 22 inches and 26 inches and large custom containers may be any custom container having a total height x
width above 26 inches. In other examples, small custom containers, medium custom containers and large custom
containers may be determined based on total volume of the custom containers. It will be appreciated that the size range
for small custom containers, medium custom containers and large custom containers may be based on any range, size,
or other dimension. It will also be appreciated that more or fewer sizes and respective inventory locations may be utilized
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with the implementations described herein.
[0027] In still a further example, stock items that are often ultimately contained individually in custom containers, or
items having a unique shape that would store more easily in a custom container, may be routed from receiving 180 to
packing 212. In this example, when the stock items are received at packing 212 item dimension values may be determined,
custom containers formed to contain the items and the items packed in the formed custom containers. This may be done
prior to placing the items in inventory 130 so that when placed in inventory 130, such as packed inventory 216, they are
already contained in a custom container and available for shipment.
[0028] Packing 212 may include multiple custom container forming devices, each configured to form custom containers
within specific ranges (small, medium, large) or may include one or more custom container forming devices capable of
forming any size custom container. Items that are packed in custom containers at packing 212 prior to placement in
inventory 130, such as packed inventory 216, may be processed through packed paths 222, which may only include a
picking operation, and routed directly to shipping 170. In addition to eliminating the need for subsequent packing, packing
prior to storage in inventory 130 can also be used to protect fragile items while in storage as well as during shipping.
For example, fragile items may be packed in a custom container with additional protective material.
[0029] Items that are packed in custom containers prior to storage may subsequently be packed again inside either
another custom container or a standard container. For example, if an item is routed to packing 212, placed in a custom
container and stored in packed inventory 212, it may subsequently be part of a larger order of multiple items that are
picked and packed together in either another custom container or in a standard container for shipping to a customer. In
still another example, an item that is packed in a custom container at packing 212, rather than storing in packed inventory
216, they may be stored in custom inventory 204 and/or standard inventory 202.
[0030] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating an example process for receiving inventory into a materials handling facility.
Inventory items are frequently received from various sources, such as vendors, manufacturers, sellers and the like, for
storage in a materials handling facility, as in 302. For example, 1,000 units of an item may be received at receiving 180
of the materials handling facility for storing in inventory 130 of the materials handling facility. Once received, it is determined
how frequently those inventory items are shipped or otherwise contained in custom containers, as in 304. If the frequency
with which those items are shipped or otherwise stored in custom containers exceeds a threshold, as illustrated by
positive exit from 306, a percentage of the items are allocated for storage in custom inventory, as in 310. Continuing
with the above example, if 60% of the time the items are shipped or otherwise stored in a custom container, 600 of the
stock items may be allocated for storage in a custom container. In an alternative example, rather than allocating inventory
based on the amount currently at receiving 180 (Fig. 2), received units may be allocated based on the total amount of
like inventory that will be in the materials handling facility. For example, if there are 10,000 units of an item at receiving
180 (Fig. 2), 5,000 units of the same inventory item stored in standard inventory 202 and 5,000 units of the same inventory
item stored in custom inventory 204, the system may allocate 7,000 of the received units to custom inventory 204 and
3,000 of the units to standard inventory 202.
[0031] The threshold value may be any value, static or dynamic. For example, the threshold value may vary depending
upon the amount of space available in custom inventory. If there is limited available space in custom inventory, the
threshold value may increase. Alternatively, the threshold value may vary depending upon the item under consideration.
For example, if there is a large cost to move the item within the materials handling facility (e.g., it is heavy and/or large
item) the threshold value may be lower than items that only incur a low cost to move within the materials handling facility.
In yet another example, the threshold value may vary depending on the frequency with which the item is ordered -
frequently ordered items having a lower threshold value. In other implementations, the threshold value may be a com-
bination of any one or more of these factors. Alternatively, the threshold value may be 0 and any item that is shipped or
otherwise stored in custom containers exceeds the threshold.
[0032] If the frequency with which the item is shipped or otherwise stored in a custom container does not exceed the
threshold, as illustrated by negative exit at 306, the item is allocated for storage in standard inventory, as in 308.
[0033] In addition to allocating inventory between standard inventory and custom inventory, the frequency with which
the item is shipped together with other items may be determined, as in 312. If the item is frequently shipped with other
items, it may be stored physically near the other item(s) in either standard inventory or custom inventory (not shown).
In addition, for items allocated for custom inventory, it may be determined whether to associate those items, as in 314.
For example, items may be associated if they are frequently ordered and shipped together. If it is determined that items
should be associated, as illustrated by positive exit from 314, a percentage of the items may be associated, as in 316.
Associating items may include, storing them physically near one another, or otherwise associating the items with one
another. In addition, it may be determined whether items allocated for custom inventory, either individually or associated
with other items, should be pre-packed in a custom container prior to placing in custom inventory, as illustrated at 318.
If it is determined that the item, or associated items should be pre-packed, a percentage of the item allocated for custom
inventory is allocated to packed inventory, as in 320. The item(s) allocated for packed inventory may have their dimensions
determined, a custom container formed, and placed in the custom container prior to storing in inventory (not shown).
For example, if it is determined that 50% of the items that are ultimately shipped or otherwise stored in a custom container
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are also ordered and shipped with a second item, 300 of the 600 stock items allocated for custom inventory may be
associated with the second item and allocated to packed inventory. Item package dimensions for the two items may be
determined, custom containers formed and the associated items packed in the custom containers prior to storing in
inventory. Similar to the above, allocation of inventory may be done based on the inventory currently at receive or based
on the total amount of the same inventory within the materials handling facility.
[0034] If multiple items are associated and packed in a custom container prior to storing in inventory, the items may
be treated as a single item for inventory handling. When the items are ordered a pick process may be initiated for the
individual custom container that includes the multiple items. The individual custom container may be picked and routed
directly to shipping, thereby reducing the time and handling cost associated with picking, sorting, packing and routing
the items.
[0035] Inventory that has not been allocated to custom inventory or packed inventory is allocated for standard inventory,
as in 322.
[0036] FIGs. 4A-4B illustrate examples of a how a container recommendation service may select a standard container
401 to recommend for shipping an item package 409 of two items 403, 405 and determine custom container dimension
values to recommend for forming a custom container 411 for shipping the same item package 409 of two items 403,
405 (FIG. 4B). In some embodiments, the container recommendation service may be configured to recommend various
containers suitable for shipping the item package 409 dependent on item dimension values currently associated with
the items 403, 405 of the item package 409 and/or dimensions associated with the item package 409 itself. For example,
the container recommendation service may recommend a particular container suitable for shipping an item package
409 based on known or estimated dimension values of the items 403, 405 in the item package 409 (e.g., item dimension
values provided by the vendors of each of the items, measured by agents or systems in the facility, and/or estimated as
described herein). In one embodiment, the container recommendation service may base its decision on item dimensions
gathered through an automated dimensioning process (e.g., one employing a CubiScan® system), and may have a
fairly high level of accuracy. In other embodiments, the item dimensions used in recommending a container may be
estimated based on information received from a manufacturer or supplier of the items, or based on a process of successive
approximation as the items are handled within the facility. In many cases, knowing the exact dimensions of an item may
not be necessary for selecting a standard container or custom container dimensions into which a group of items can be
placed, because the "practical" or estimated dimensions of the items may provide a size range accurate enough to select
a standard container from among a finite set of container or form a custom container within a percentage of dimension
tolerance to ensure that the item or group of items will fit.
[0037] In some embodiments, the container recommendation service may make particular assumptions about item
dimensions or may assign item dimensions according to a standard algorithm, or company policy, in order to facilitate
the recommendation of containers for item packages. For example, in one embodiment, the item dimension having the
largest value may be designated to be the "length," the dimension having the second largest value may be designated
to be the "height," and the dimension having the smallest value may be designated to be the "width" of the item. In such
embodiments, the dimensions of containers may also be designated using the same assumptions. In other embodiments,
different assumptions or assignments may be made or the designation of length, height, and width dimensions of items
or containers may be arbitrary. In some embodiments, standards or policies may specify other aspects of the operations
of the materials handling facility, such as a default placement or orientation for certain items within containers or a specific
bin-packing algorithm to be assumed when recommending containers and/or estimating the cube utilization of an item
or group of items if placed in a particular candidate container. For example, various policies may specify that the largest
(and/or heaviest) item in a group should be placed horizontally along the bottom of the container and smaller items
placed on top of the larger items.
[0038] As noted above, known and/or estimated item dimension values may be used to identify standard containers
401 whose volume and/or dimensions are appropriate for handling the item package 409. In addition, in some embod-
iments, the dimension values and/or volume of the packaging materials and any other non-item contents may also be
considered when recommending a standard container 401 for the item package 409 or a custom container 411 for the
item package 409. For example, the item package 409 dimensions and promotional inserts, fill material dimensions
and/or gift wrapping may be supplied to the container recommendation service as an input and may be used in determining
the appropriate standard container and custom container dimension values for collectively handling the item package
and non-item contents.
[0039] In one embodiment, the volume of an item package 409 may be defined to be equal to the volume of a three-
dimensional bounding box having length, width, and height equal to the length, width, and height of the items contained
in the item package when arranged for packing, and the volume of a container may be defined to be the maximum
volume of the interior of the container. In some embodiments, the volume and dimensions of a group of items may be
defined, respectively, to be the volume and corresponding dimensions of a three-dimensional bounding box having
sufficient length, width, and height to contain all of the items in the item package. For example, in FIG. 4A, a container
recommendation may be determined using a particular packing algorithm that calculates the volume of a bounding box
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surrounding the items 403, 405. This may be done according to guidelines and conventions for packing one or more
items (e.g., the packing algorithm may specify that the largest and/or heaviest item should be placed horizontally on
bottom of the container first and additional items may be placed on top of, or next to, this item in order of their largest
dimension value, their weight, etc.). In another embodiment, the system may be configured to calculate a volumetric
utilization (e.g., the percentage of the container that would be filled by the item(s) and any non-item contents) for the
item(s) when placed in containers of various sizes and shapes.
[0040] Based on the calculated volumetric utilization of the item package, the system may then recommend a standard
container 401 that is available within the fulfillment center that will maximize the volumetric utilization and recommend
custom container dimension values for use in forming a custom container 411 (FIG. 4B) that maximizes volumetric
utilization. In FIG. 4B, the custom container 411 has dimensions that are large enough to ship the item package 409. In
one example, the dimensions of the custom container 411 may be slightly larger than the calculated dimensions of the
item package 409 to ensure that the agent packing the custom container 411 with the items 403, 405 has sufficient room
for the items 403, 405 or to account for item dimensions that may not be precise. While the examples contained herein
use the definitions described above, other embodiments may use other definitions of volume and/or volumetric utilization,
or may not use a determination of volume or volumetric utilization as part of a container recommendation process.
[0041] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating one embodiment of a process for picking, sorting, packing and shipping an
item. As illustrated in the example in FIG. 5, the process may include receiving item package fulfillment instructions for
use in fulfilling the customer’s order, as in 500. Upon receiving an item package fulfillment instruction, picking, packing
and sorting of items identified in the item package fulfillment instruction is initiated, as in 502. This may include generating
a picking request that is completed by one or more picking agents for retrieving the item(s) included in the item package
from the inventory of the fulfillment center and routing those items to a packing station. As discussed below, picking
request may include requests to pick items for multiple orders that will be routed to the same pack station. In some
implementations, orders allocated to the same pack station and/or custom container forming device may have similar
item package dimensions such that custom containers for those item packages will be in the same size range (small,
medium, large).
[0042] In addition to initiating the picking and sorting of items of the item package for shipment, the recommended
container for shipping is identified, as in 504. The recommended container may be identified in the item package fulfillment
instructions. Alternatively, a request may be submitted to the container recommendation service of the fulfillment center
to obtain an identification of the recommended container. In such an example, the container recommendation service
may maintain an identification of the container (standard or custom) for that item package.
[0043] Once the recommended container for the item package is identified, it is determined whether the recommended
container is a custom container or a standard container, as in 506. If it is determined that the recommended container
is a custom container, as illustrated by the positive exit from 506, a packing station with a custom container forming
device capable of forming the recommended custom container is determined, as in 514. In an alternative embodiment,
if there is no available pack station with a custom container forming device capable of forming the custom container, or
if the custom container forming devices are located in another area of the materials handling facility, an available packing
station is determined and a custom container forming device capable of forming the recommended custom container is
determined.
[0044] As discussed further below with respect to FIG. 6, even though the custom container forming devices may be
capable of forming containers of numerous dimensions, the range of dimensions with which a particular custom container
forming device may form containers may be restricted. For example, the packaging information system may restrict a
particular custom container forming device to only form small containers from a single blank of corrugate, such as a 22
inch wide corrugate blank. Likewise, another custom container forming device may be restricted to only forming medium
sized containers from a larger blank of corrugate (e.g., 26 inch wide corrugate blank) and a third custom container
forming device may be restricted to only forming large custom containers from yet another, larger blank of corrugate
(e.g. a 36 inch wide corrugate blank). By restricting the dimensions with which custom container forming devices are
allowed to form custom containers, the downtime required to reposition components of the device is reduced, thereby
increasing the throughput of the packing stations.
[0045] Upon identifying the appropriate packing station and/or custom container forming device for the custom con-
tainer, the items are routed to the determined packing station, as in 516. This may include routing the picking of items
to particular bins or sorting stations within the fulfillment center or routing the sorting of those items to particular packing
stations. In addition to routing items to the identified packing station, the custom container dimension values for use in
forming a custom container are provided to a custom container forming device. This may be a custom container forming
device located at the identified packing station or a custom container forming device that not located at the identified
packing station, as in 518. In an alternative implementation, items of the item package may be scanned, using for an
example a CubiScan® system to determine actual dimension values and compute custom container dimension values
that are provided to the custom container forming device. The custom container forming device, upon receiving custom
container dimensions, may then form the custom container. In examples where the custom container forming device is
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located at the identified packing station, the custom container may be formed once the items arrive at the packing station.
In examples where the custom container forming device is not part of the packing station, the custom container may be
formed, associated with the item package and routed to the identified packing station. The formed custom container
may be associated with the item package in a variety of ways. For example, an identifier may be attached or added to
the custom container such that when the custom container reaches the packing station it can be identified as associated
with the item package. The identifier may be, for example, a bar code, label, sticker, and the like. Once the item(s) for
the item package and the custom container are located at the packing station, one or more packers at the packing station
may pack the items into the custom container, as in 520.
[0046] If however, it is determined that the recommended container is not a custom container, as illustrated by the
negative exit from 506, the appropriate packing station with the recommended standard container size is identified, as
in 508, and the items of the item package are routed to the determined packing station, as in 510. Once all of the items
have arrived at the determined packing station, one or more agents at the packing station may pack the items in the
standard container for shipping to the customer, as in 512.
[0047] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an example process for determining an appropriate pack station for a custom
container, as in 514 (FIG. 5). Upon determining that an item package is to be packed in a custom container, the size
range of the custom container is determined, as in 602. Size ranges may be specified based on custom container forming
device restrictions assigned to various custom container forming devices. There may be three different size ranges
(small, medium, large) for which custom containers may be assigned. For example, any custom container with a width
x height total less than 22 inches, may be classified in a small custom container size range, any custom container with
a width x height total between 22 inches and 26 inches may be classified in the medium custom container range, and
any custom container with a width x height total above 26 inches may be classified as a large custom container range.
In a similar fashion, custom container forming devices may be restricted to only forming custom containers in one of the
size ranges. In some implementations, the length of the custom containers may not be considered as each of the custom
container forming devices can form a custom container having any length. Alternatively, custom container forming device
may alter size ranges depending on what corrugate blank is currently available or in use. For example, if a custom
container forming device is currently forming small custom containers using a corrugate blank having a width of 22
inches and uses the entire corrugate blank, it may change to a second width corrugate blank and begin forming custom
containers in a medium size range, or large size range. It will be appreciated that more, fewer, different and/or overlapping
size ranges may be used with implementations described herein. In other example, different factors may be considered
when restricting custom container forming devices. For example, custom container forming devices may be configured
to form non-uniform or odd shaped custom containers - such as custom containers with more or fewer than six sides.
In such an example, factors in addition to or than width x height may be considered.
[0048] By restricting custom container forming devices to a specific range such that they do not have to alternate
between different corrugate blanks between forming of custom containers, the time required to form each custom con-
tainer is reduced. In addition, by routing formation of custom containers for item packages of a particular size range
associated with a corrugate blank to custom container forming devices utilizing that corrugate blank reduces the amount
of wasted or scrap corrugate that results from forming custom containers.
[0049] In yet another example, rather than limiting custom container forming devices to a specific custom container
range, thereby restricting it to a specific corrugate blank, forming of custom containers for item packages may be routed
such that a batch of custom containers for item packages all having the same custom container size range (e.g., small,
medium, large) are routed to one custom container forming device. A batch may be two or more custom containers. In
yet another implementation, an agent at the pack station with a custom container forming device may manually place
item packages from a batch of item packages into the packing process based on the dimension of the items for the item
packages. For example, the agent may manually place all large item packages from a batch of item packages into the
packing process, then place all medium item packages, then place all the small item packages. Routing batches of item
packages having the same custom container size range to the same custom container forming device, provides the
ability for the custom container to form multiple custom containers of the same size range without having to take time
to change corrugate blanks and/or move the cutting blades to different corrugate blanks. Likewise, manually organizing
item packages from a batch of item packages based on size reduces the time required for a custom container forming
device to change between different corrugate blanks and/or move the cutting blades to different corrugate blanks.
[0050] Once the size range of the custom container has been determined, available pack stations and custom container
forming devices that are currently configured to form custom containers of the determined size range are identified, as
in 604. The custom container forming devices may be located at pack stations or anywhere in the materials handling
facility. If there is more than one available pack station or custom container forming device capable of forming a custom
container of the determined size range, as illustrated by positive exit at 606, a lowest cost pack station and custom
container forming device combination is determined, as in 610. A lowest cost pack station, custom container forming
device combination may be determined based on a variety of factors. For example, the location of the item(s) in the item
package with respect to the various pack stations may be determined, the location of the available custom container
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forming devices with respect to the various pack stations determined, and a labor cost associated with routing the items
and a formed custom container to the various pack stations determined. In another example, the current load experienced
by the available pack stations and/or custom container forming devices may be assigned a cost, and those with a higher
load assigned a higher cost. Additional or fewer costs may be applied in determining a lowest cost pack station, custom
container forming device combination.
[0051] In contrast, if there is only one pack station and one available custom container forming device, the item package
and custom container dimensions are routed to that pack station and that custom container forming device, as in 608.
Once a pack station and custom container forming device have been determined, as in 608 or 610, the process continues
as discussed above with respect to FIG. 5 in 516 - 520.
[0052] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating an example process for determining dimensions of an item package. In this
example, the process may include receiving an indication of an item package for which container recommendations are
requested, as in 702. Once the item package identifying the item or items to be handled are known, any estimated or
known values of the dimensions (and/or volumes) of the item(s) or item package may be retrieved and a determination
made as to whether those values are believed accurate (i.e., trusted), as in 704. In some embodiments, estimated or
known dimensions and/or volumes of various items of the item package may be retrieved from a table or database, such
as Table 1, described below. The item dimensions may be estimated based on information received from a manufacturer
or vendor of the items, based on a process of successive approximation as the items are handled within the facility,
based on measurements taken of the item while in the facility, and the like.
[0053] If it is determined that the item dimensions are not known and/or trusted, they are obtained, as in 706. For
example, item dimensions may be obtained through an automated dimensioning process (e.g., one employing a CubiS-
can® system), manually measured, or otherwise approximated. Once the dimensions are obtained, it is determined
whether the obtained dimensions are within an expected range for the item, as in 708. For example, if an automated
dimensioning process returns values that deviate too far beyond known dimension values it may be determined that the
obtained values are not within an expected range. While the automated dimensioning processes are generally quite
accurate, if extraneous material, such as a label or tag, of an item is protruding from the item, the automated dimensioning
machine may estimate dimensions for the item that bound around the exterior of the extraneous material, thereby
expanding the overall dimensions.
[0054] If it is determined that the obtained dimensions are not within an expected range, the process may repeat and
again obtain the dimension values, as illustrated by negative exit from 708. This may be performed using the same
dimensioning process or by having an agent manually measure or otherwise estimate the dimension values for the item.
If however, the obtained dimension values are within the expected range, as illustrated by positive exit from 708, the
obtained item dimensions are stored in the system, as in 710. This may be done by replacing known item dimension
values, including the obtained dimension values into an aggregate average of known and previously obtained dimension
values, and the like.
[0055] Once the dimension values for an item of the item package are known, either through obtaining the values as
in 706, or having known and trusted dimension values, it is determined whether additional items are included in the item
package, as in 712. If there are additional items in the item package, as illustrated by positive exit from 712, the process
returns to 704 and repeats for each additional item that makes up the item package. If however, there are no additional
items for the item package, as illustrated by negative exit from 712, dimensions for the custom container are determined
and stored, as in 714, such that the custom container when formed will be capable of containing all of the items of the
item package. In some implementations, the overall dimensions of the item package, as well as dimensions of any
required non-item content (if any), may be determined. In such cases, custom container dimensions that match the
overall dimensions of the item(s) as well as dimensions of any required non-item contents may be determined. Alterna-
tively, custom container dimension values that are a percentage (e.g., 2%) or size (e.g., 0.25 inches) larger in one or
more dimensions than the overall dimensions of the item package and any non-item content may be determined. In
other embodiments, a packing algorithm may be used to determine the appropriate dimensions for the custom container.
In other embodiments, the determination of custom container dimension values may be performed in other manners.
[0056] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating an example process for forming and packing a custom container. As
discussed above, custom container dimension values are provided to a custom container forming device, as in 802, the
custom container formed and the items of the item package put into the custom container for shipping, storing or other
operations, as in 804. Once the custom container is packed with the item package and any non-item content (e.g.,
dunnage, advertisements), the custom container may be weighed, as in 806. Actual weight of a custom container may
be used to determine the shipping costs for the container, the weight of the corrugate, whether the appropriate items
are contained in the custom container, etc. For example, the actual weight may be compared to an estimated weight for
the custom container to assess whether the custom container includes the appropriate items for the item package, as
in 808. The estimated weight for the custom container may be based on, for example, the estimated or known weight
for each item of the item package, the density and calculated weight of the corrugate, and the weight of any non-item
content. Alternatively, the actual weight may be compared to the actual weight of the same item package previously
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packaged and shipped in either a custom container or a standard container. In an alternative example, the weight of the
corrugate used may be estimated based on the known weight for each items of the item package and the weight of any
non-item contents. The estimated weight of the corrugate may be stored by the system and then used to estimate
transportation costs and confirm weight of other custom containers formed from the same density corrugate blank.
[0057] If it is determined that the weight is not accurate, as illustrated by negative exit from 808, the packed custom
container may be removed from the shipping or storing process and manually reviewed, as in 810. Manual review may
include inspection of the packed custom container to verify that the correct items are included in the custom container.
If an item is missing, or too many items included, the weight discrepancy may be remedied by either adding or remove
the missing/extra item(s) and returning the packed custom container to the shipping process, as in 812. In another
example, rather than correcting the error, the items may be returned to inventory and the process of picking, packing
and sorting for the item package may be restarted.
[0058] If the correct items are included in the custom container, the manual review may include determining why the
weight did not match the expected weight, or weight range. For example, an agent may determine that the recorded
weight for an item does not match the actual weight. This may occur, for example, when the vendor packaging for an
item changes but a new weight value is not updated in the package planning system. In such an example, the agent
may correct or otherwise update the recorded weight to correspond to the actual weight. If it is determined that the
packed custom container does include the correct items for the item package it may be returned to the shipping or storing
process.
[0059] If it is determined that the actual weight of the packed custom container is accurate, as illustrated by positive
exit from 808, or after correction of a weight discrepancy, as in 812, the packed custom container may be marked with
the actual custom container dimension values and the actual weight of the packed custom container, as in 814. Weight
and dimension values may be included in a bar code, QR code or other form of indicia and applied to the custom container
in the form of a sticker, etched onto the custom container directly, printed onto the custom container, or via any other
means of associating the actual weight and dimension values with the packed custom container. In an alternative
implementation, the actual weight and dimension values may be included directly on the custom container, rather than
through use of a bar code or other identifier. In still another implementation, the custom containers may be identified
using pre-formed labels or other identifiers, scanned during packing and the information (weight, dimensions etc.) stored
in a database and associated with the custom container based on the affixed bar code or other identifier.
[0060] In addition to applying the actual weight and dimension values for the packed custom container to the custom
container, or otherwise identifying/associating the weigh and dimensions with the custom container, the information may
be recorded by the packaging information system. For example, the actual weight, the actual dimensions, corrugate
information (e.g., weight), and non-item content included in the custom container may all be associated with the item
package and recorded. The recorded information may then be utilized for future orders of the item package to determine,
for example, the custom container dimension values, estimated weight, and shipping costs. In such an example, the
box recommendation service may not need to be called for a subsequent order of the item package as the custom
container dimension values are known.
[0061] While the above discussion has focused primarily on forming custom containers based on the overall dimensions
of an item package and any non-item content, additional factors may be considered when forming a custom container
for shipping, storage, or other types of handling. For example, if multiple items of slightly varying dimension values are
to be placed in custom containers for storage, rather than forming each custom container based on the dimension values
of each item - and thus each custom container having slightly varying dimensions, the dimension values for the custom
containers may be normalized to one, or a smaller set of dimension values for packaging the various items for storage.
Normalizing one or more of the dimension values for the custom containers will result in a more uniform storage of the
items when packed in the custom containers.
[0062] FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating another example process for forming custom containers based on additional
information beyond the item package dimension values. In this example, the overall dimensions of a shipping container
are also considered when forming custom containers. A shipping container may be any form of container used in shipping
or storing items. For example, a shipping container may be a pallet, larger bin, trailer, etc. Regardless of the shipping
container utilized, the dimension values for the shipping container are determined, as in 902. For bounded containers,
such as trailers, this may be the overall dimension values, or the remaining space available within the shipping container.
If the shipping container is not bounded, such as a pallet, the dimension values may be the length, width and height for
which containers may be included or stacked on shipping container.
[0063] In addition to determining the dimension values for the shipping container, the item packages that are to be
shipped in the shipping container are identified, as in 904. This may be item packages that are at a packing station, item
packages for which items have not yet been picked from inventory, or item packages at any other point in the shipping
or storing process that are assigned to the determined shipping container.
[0064] For each item package, the custom container dimension values are determined, as in 906. The system may
then coordinate the picking, sorting, packing and routing of the item packages to optimize the dimensions of the shipping
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container, as in 908. For example, the inventory management system may coordinate the picking, sorting, packing and
routing operations such that the heaviest item packages or those with the largest dimensions arrive at the shipping
container first. In an alternative implementation, the system may select a combination of item packages whose total
dimensions match those of the length and width of the shipping container such that they arrive first for placement in the
bottom or first level of the shipping container.
[0065] In addition to coordinating the picking, sorting, packing and routing of item packages, it is also determined
whether any of the dimension values for the custom containers associated with those item packages should be modified
to further optimize the shipping container, as in 910. If it is determined that dimension values of one or more custom
containers should be adjusted, as illustrated by positive exit from 910, the one or more dimension values for one or more
custom containers may be increased, as in 912. For example, if the heaviest item packages are coordinated to arrive
at the shipping container first, so they are placed on the bottom of the shipping container, so as not to damage other
item packages, it may be determined that the dimensions of the associated custom containers should be adjusted so
that the overall dimensions cover the length and width of the shipping container. Modifying the custom container dimen-
sions for one or more custom containers such that when they are placed in the shipping container they collectively cover
the length and width of the shipping container provides a better base upon which the next layer of custom containers
may be placed into the shipping container. Likewise, the height of each of the identified custom containers may be
normalized such that when all are placed in the shipping container the height is uniform, thereby providing a stable base
upon which to stack additional custom containers. In addition, or as an alternative, an empty custom container (or
standard container) may be formed to fill any void or remaining space in the configuration.
[0066] Once the dimension values of one or more custom containers has been increased, or if it is determined that
custom container dimension values should not be modified, as illustrated by negative exit from 910, the items of the
item packages are picked, sorted, packed in custom containers and stored in the shipping container, as in 914.
[0067] While the example provided with respect to FIG. 9 refers to custom containers, one or more standard containers
may also be included in the process. In such an implementation, the dimension values of the standard containers may
be fixed and it may be determined whether dimension values of custom containers should be increased or normalized
to optimize the use of the shipping container, without modifying the dimension values of the standard container(s).
[0068] While several of the example embodiments illustrated herein are described in terms of a group of items, the
techniques described herein may be applied by the system to recommend a container (standard or custom) suitable for
shipping, storing or otherwise handling a single item, in other implementations.
[0069] A packaging information system may be further described using the following example. In this example, an e-
commerce organization sells items of various types that can be shipped to customers or otherwise stored. Five example
items are shown in an item parameter data store, in Table 1, below. In this example, the entry for each item includes a
corresponding unique identifier, name, and type in columns 1-3. The item parameter data store also includes columns
for storing values for various physical parameters of each item (columns 4-6), which in this example includes the item
height, length, and width.

[0070] While not shown, in other embodiments, additional information may be stored in an item parameters data store,
such as the volume or weight of the item, a confidence level for the item dimension values, information on statistical
variances in the dimension values, whether the item has been designated to receive special damage protection, or other
indications of allowable deviations from the dimension values. In some embodiments, a manufacturer, supplier or vendor
may provide item dimensions for the items shown in Table 1. In other embodiments, the item dimension values may be
values measured automatically or by agents in the facility, or may be values that have been estimated based on various
containers in which the items have been handled. These dimension values may be used to recommend a standard
container and/or recommend custom container dimension values for use in forming a custom container in which each
item may be packaged, either alone or along with other items in an item package.
[0071] In some embodiments, dimension values and/or other parameter values for the standard containers may be

Table 1

item ID item name item type item height (in) item length (in) item width (in)

4982 book1 book 8.40 6.40 2.59

4325 book2 book 8.29 6.40 2.59

2309 plate38 plate 0.92 9.40 9.40

0873 shoe17 shoe 14.00 8.00 6.54

1832 DVD1 DVD 7.48 5.31 0.55
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stored in one or more tables, databases, or other data structures, such as the container parameters data store illustrated
in Table 2 below. In this example, a standard container identifier, a standard container name, and a standard container
type are stored in each entry of Table 2 in columns 1-3. Dimension values for various standard containers are shown
in columns 4-6. In some embodiments, a manufacturer, supplier or vendor of a standard container may provide the
values of various standard container parameters, including container dimensions. In other embodiments, standard con-
tainer parameters may be determined by measuring one or more instances of the standard container.
[0072] In this example, the available standard containers include three types of boxes in which items may be shipped
and two types of mailing envelopes in which items may be shipped (as shown in rows 4-5 of the data store).

[0073] In the example illustrated by Table 2, the values for the height, length, and width are shown for each standard
container. In some embodiments, a manufacturer or supplier may provide the volume along with the dimensions, while
in other embodiments, the packaging information system may calculate the volume from supplied or measured dimen-
sions. In some embodiments, additional information regarding various standard containers (e.g., the weight or volume
of the standard containers, a strength rating, or an indication of protective packaging materials or filler to be used in
preparing items for shipment in the standard containers) may be maintained in a standard container parameters data
store. In general, such a data store may include the values of more, fewer, or different parameters than those illustrated
in Table 2.
[0074] In some embodiments, custom container dimension values and/or other parameter values for the custom
container forming devices may be stored in one or more tables, databases, or other data structures, such as the container
parameters data store illustrated in Table 3 below. In this example, a custom container forming device identifier and
container size range that the device is configured to form are stored in each entry of Table 3 in columns 1-2. The corrugate
blank widths used with the respective custom container forming devices are identified in column 3.
[0075] In this example, the available custom container forming devices receive three different corrugate blanks and
are configured to form three types size ranges of containers, small, medium and large (as shown in column 2 of the data
store).

[0076] In some embodiments, additional information about various custom container forming devices (e.g., a strength
rating of the corrugate used, speed of forming, different shapes of custom containers that can be formed, or an indication
of protective packaging materials or filler to be used in preparing items for shipment in the custom containers) may be
maintained in a custom container forming device parameters data store. In general, such a data store may include the
values of more, fewer, or different parameters than those illustrated in Table 3.
[0077] In some embodiments, the packaging information system may store recommended and actual container di-
mensions (standard or custom) used for item packages in a table, database, or other data structure, such as Table 4
below, and may use this information to analyze various packaging related operations in the materials handling facility.

Table 2

container ID container name container type height (inches) length (inches) width (inches)

413 smallbox1 box 19.0 13.0 11.75

293 smallbox2 box 22.0 18.0 11.75

338 bigbox1 box 24.00 16.00 16.00

557 mailer1 mailer 0.25 5.00 5.00

806 mailer2 mailer 0.40 9.00 12.00

Table 3

Device ID Container size range Corrugate blank width (inches)

1485 small 20

1485 medium 28

1485 large 36

4329 small 10

4329 medium 20

4329 large 30
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In this example, Table 4 illustrates a package parameters data store, in which each entry (row) includes information
about actual versus recommended containers for item packages used for shipping items to customers.
[0078] In this example, each entry includes a list of the container contents (e.g., the contents of an item package)
along with the number of copies of each item included in the item package, and the identifiers of both the recommended
container and the actual container used to package and ship the item package. For example, in Table 4, column 3 is
used to store the name of the standard container recommended or the custom container dimension values recommended
for a custom container. Column 4 is used to store the name of the actual standard container used to handle each item
package or the dimensions actually used to form a custom container. In other embodiments, the dimensions of the
standard containers may be used instead of the names. In this example, columns 5-6 may be used to store customer
feedback for an item package shipment (e.g., customer ratings for damage and container size, respectively), and column
7 may be used to store agent feedback for the item package shipment (e.g., too small, too large).
[0079] In some embodiments, additional information may be stored in a package parameters data store, such as
customer concessions, a date or timestamp for each entry or a batch number or other identifier of specific item or item
group instances (not shown). In other embodiments, more, fewer or different parameters may be stored in a package
parameters data store, or similar information may be stored in other combinations in one or more other tables, databases,
or other data structures.

[0080] Various operations of a packaging information system, such as those described herein, may be executed on
one or more computer systems, interacting with various other devices in a materials handling facility, according to various
embodiments. One such computer system is illustrated by the block diagram in FIG. 10. In the illustrated embodiment,
a computer system 1000 includes one or more processors 1010A, 1010B through 1010N, coupled to a non-transitory
computer-readable storage medium 1020 via an input/output (I/O) interface 1030. The computer system 1000 further
includes a network interface 1040 coupled to an I/O interface 1030, and one or more input/output devices 1050. In some
embodiments, it is contemplated that a packaging information system may be implemented using a single instance of
the computer system 1000, while in other embodiments, multiple such systems or multiple nodes making up the computer
system 1000 may be configured to host different portions or instances of a packaging information system. For example,
in one embodiment, some data sources or services (e.g., capturing actual container information) may be implemented
via one or more nodes of the computer system 1000 that are distinct from those nodes implementing other data sources
or services (e.g., recommending a container for an item package). In some embodiments, a given node may implement
the functionality of more than one component of a packaging information system.
[0081] In various embodiments, the computer system 1000 may be a uniprocessor system including one processor
1010A, or a multiprocessor system including several processors 1010A - 1010N (e.g., two, four, eight, or another suitable
number). The processors 1010A - 1010N may be any suitable processor capable of executing instructions. For example,
in various embodiments the processors 1010A - 1010N may be general-purpose or embedded processors implementing
any of a variety of instruction set architectures (ISAs), such as the x86, PowerPC, SPARC, or MIPS ISAs, or any other
suitable ISA. In multiprocessor systems, each of the processors 1010A-1010N may commonly, but not necessarily,
implement the same ISA.
[0082] The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 1020 may be configured to store executable instructions
and/or data accessible by the one or more processors 1010A - 1010N. In various embodiments, the non-transitory
computer-readable storage medium 1020 may be implemented using any suitable memory technology, such as static
random access memory (SRAM), synchronous dynamic RAM (SDRAM), nonvolatile/Flash-type memory, or any other
type of memory. In the illustrated embodiment, program instructions and data implementing desired functions, such as
those described above, are shown stored within the non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 1020 as program
instructions 1025 and data storage 1035, respectively. In other embodiments, program instructions and/or data may be
received, sent or stored upon different types of computer-accessible media, such as non-transitory media, or on similar

Table 4

package ID package contents rec. cont. actual cont. damage 
rating

size 
rating

Agent 
feedback

872093 plate38 smallbox2 mailer2 poor fair too big

832189 book1x3, book2x4, 
book3x7

7"x6"x4" 7"x6"x4" excellent good good

098731 book2x12, DVD1x2 smallbox1 smallbox2 excellent poor too small

631248 book1x4 book2x8 
shoe17x3

17"x10"x8" 17"x10"x8" excellent good good
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media separate from the non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 1020 or the computer system 1000. Generally
speaking, a non-transitory, computer-readable storage medium may include storage media or memory media such as
magnetic or optical media, e.g., disk or CD/DVD-ROM coupled to the computer system 1000 via the I/O interface 1030.
Program instructions and data stored via a non-transitory computer-readable medium may be transmitted by transmission
media or signals such as electrical, electromagnetic, or digital signals, which may be conveyed via a communication
medium such as a network and/or a wireless link, such as may be implemented via the network interface 1040.
[0083] In one embodiment, the I/O interface 1030 may be configured to coordinate I/O traffic between the processors
1010A - 1010N, the non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 1020, and any peripheral devices in the device,
including the network interface 1040 or other peripheral interfaces, such as input/output devices 1050. In some embod-
iments, the I/O interface 1030 may perform any necessary protocol, timing or other data transformations to convert data
signals from one component (e.g., non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 1020) into a format suitable for
use by another component (e.g., processors 1010A - 1010N). In some embodiments, the I/O interface 1030 may include
support for devices attached through various types of peripheral buses, such as a variant of the Peripheral Component
Interconnect (PCI) bus standard or the Universal Serial Bus (USB) standard, for example. In some embodiments, the
function of the I/O interface 1030 may be split into two or more separate components, such as a north bridge and a
south bridge, for example. Also, in some embodiments, some or all of the functionality of the I/O interface 1030, such
as an interface to the non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 1020, may be incorporated directly into the
processors 1010A - 1010N.
[0084] The network interface 1040 may be configured to allow data to be exchanged between the computer system
1000 and other devices attached to a network, such as other computer systems, or between nodes of the computer
system 1000. In various embodiments, the network interface 1040 may support communication via wired or wireless
general data networks, such as any suitable type of Ethernet network. For example, the network interface 1040 may
support communication via telecommunications/telephony networks such as analog voice networks or digital fiber com-
munications networks, via storage area networks such as Fibre Channel SANs, or via any other suitable type of network
and/or protocol.
[0085] Input/output devices 1050 may, in some embodiments, include one or more display terminals, keyboards,
keypads, touchpads, scanning devices, voice or optical recognition devices, or any other devices suitable for entering
or retrieving data by one or more computer systems 1000. Multiple input/output devices 1050 may be present in the
computer system 1000 or may be distributed on various nodes of the computer system 1000. In some embodiments,
similar input/output devices may be separate from the computer system 1000 and may interact with one or more nodes
of the computer system 1000 through a wired or wireless connection, such as over the network interface 1040.
[0086] As shown in FIG. 10, the memory 1020 may include program instructions 1025 which may be configured to
implement a packaging information system and data storage 1035, which may comprise various tables, databases and/or
other data structures accessible by the program instructions 1025. In one embodiment, the program instructions 1025
may include various software modules configured to implement a product dimension estimator, a product dimension
correction system, a planning service, a container recommendation service (which may include or make use of a specialty
packaging service), a transportation costing service, and/or a package performance analyzer. The data storage 1035
may include various data stores for maintaining one or more protected item lists, data representing physical characteristics
of items and/or other item parameter values (such as those illustrated as being stored in Table 1), standard container
parameter values (such as those illustrated as being stored in Table 2), custom container forming device parameter
values (such as those illustrated as being stored in Table 3), item package information (such as those illustrated as
being stored in Table 4), shipping reports (not shown), actual or expected shipping costs, avoidable shipping costs,
package performance reports, etc. The data storage 1035 may also include one or more data stores for maintaining
data representing delivery related feedback, such as customer ratings, experiences and the like.
[0087] In various embodiments, the parameter values and other data illustrated herein as being included in one or
more data stores may be combined with other information not described or may be partitioned differently into more,
fewer, or different data structures. In some embodiments, data stores used in a packaging information system, or in
components or portions thereof, may be physically located in one memory or may be distributed among two or more
memories. These memories may be part of a single computer system or they may be distributed among two or more
computer systems, such as two computer systems connected by a wired or wireless local area network, or through the
Internet, in different embodiments. Similarly, in other embodiments, different software modules and data stores may
make up a packaging information system and/or any of the various components thereof described herein.
[0088] Users may interact with the packaging information system (and/or various components thereof) in various ways
in different embodiments, such as to automatically measure and/or manually specify measured dimension values for
items and/or packaging, to specify and/or modify thresholds to be used when determining suspect item dimensions, or
to specify package performance reports to be generated and/or report parameters. For example, some users may have
physical access to the computing system 1000, and if so, may interact with various input/output devices 1050 to provide
and/or receive information. Alternatively, other users may use client computing systems to access the packaging infor-
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mation system and/or its constituent components, such as remotely via the network interface 1040 (e.g., via the Internet
and/or the World Wide Web). In addition, some or all of the packaging information system components may provide
various feedback or other general types of information to users (e.g., in response to user requests) via one or more
input/output devices 1050.
[0089] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the computing system 1000 is merely illustrative and is not intended
to limit the scope of embodiments. In particular, the computing system and devices may include any combination of
hardware or software that can perform the indicated functions, including computers, network devices, internet appliances,
PDAs, wireless phones, pagers, etc. The computing system 1000 may also be connected to other devices that are not
illustrated, or instead may operate as a stand-alone system. In addition, the functionality provided by the illustrated
components may in some embodiments be combined in fewer components or distributed in additional components.
Similarly, in some embodiments the functionality of some of the illustrated components may not be provided and/or other
additional functionality may be available.
[0090] Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that, while various items are illustrated as being stored in memory
or storage while being used, these items or portions of them may be transferred between memory and other storage
devices for purposes of memory management and data integrity. Alternatively, in other embodiments, some or all of the
software components may execute in memory on another device and communicate with the illustrated computing system
via inter-computer communication. Some or all of the system components or data structures may also be stored (e.g.,
as instructions or structured data) on a non-transitory, computer-accessible medium or a portable article to be read by
an appropriate drive, various examples of which are described above. In some embodiments, instructions stored on a
computer-accessible medium separate from computer system 1000 may be transmitted to computer system 1000 via
transmission media or signals such as electrical, electromagnetic, or digital signals, conveyed via a communication
medium such as a network and/or a wireless link. Various embodiments may further include receiving, sending or storing
instructions and/or data implemented in accordance with the foregoing description upon a computer-accessible medium.
Accordingly, the techniques described herein may be practiced with other computer system configurations.
[0091] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that in some embodiments the functionality provided by the methods
and systems discussed above may be provided in alternative ways, such as being split among more software modules
or routines or consolidated into fewer modules or routines. Similarly, in some embodiments, illustrated methods and
systems may provide more or less functionality than is described, such as when other illustrated methods instead lack
or include such functionality respectively, or when the amount of functionality that is provided is altered. In addition, while
various operations may be illustrated as being performed in a particular manner (e.g., in serial or in parallel) and/or in
a particular order, those skilled in the art will appreciate that in other embodiments the operations may be performed in
other orders and in other manners. Those skilled in the art will also appreciate that the data structures discussed above
may be structured in different manners, such as by having a single data structure split into multiple data structures or
by having multiple data structures consolidated into a single data structure. Similarly, in some embodiments, illustrated
data structures may store more or less information than is described, such as when other illustrated data structures
instead lack or include such information respectively, or when the amount or types of information that is stored is altered.
The various methods and systems as illustrated in the figures and described herein represent example embodiments.
The methods and systems may be implemented in software, hardware, or a combination thereof in other embodiments.
Similarly, the order of any method may be changed and various elements may be added, reordered, combined, omitted,
modified, etc., in other embodiments.
[0092] From the foregoing, it will be appreciated that, although specific embodiments have been described herein for
purposes of illustration, various modifications may be made without deviating from the spirit and scope of the appended
claims and the elements recited therein. In addition, while certain aspects are presented below in certain claim forms,
the inventors contemplate the various aspects in any available claim form. For example, while only some aspects may
currently be recited as being embodied in a computer-readable storage medium, other aspects may likewise be so
embodied. Various modifications and changes may be made as would be obvious to a person skilled in the art having
the benefit of this disclosure. It is intended to embrace all such modifications and changes and, accordingly, the above
description to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.
[0093] Implementations of the disclosure can be described in view of the following clauses:

Clause 1. A computer implemented method for packing an item package in a container, comprising:

under control of one or more computing systems configured with executable instructions,
determining custom container dimension values for forming at a materials handling facility a custom container
for containing the item package, the custom container dimension values dependent at least in part upon the
physical characteristics associated with the item;
determining a size range for the custom container based at least in part on the determined custom container
dimension values;
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identifying a custom container forming device configured to form custom containers having dimension values
corresponding to the determined size range; and routing the item package to a pack station;
causing a custom container to be formed by the identified custom container forming device based at least in
part on dimension values associated with the item package; and
packing at the pack station the item package in the formed custom container.

Clause 2. The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein identifying a custom container forming device
further includes:

identifying a plurality of custom container forming devices configured to form custom containers having dimension
values corresponding to the determined size range;
determining a combination of a lowest cost pack station for packing the item package and a lowest cost custom
container forming device for forming the custom container;
wherein routing the item package includes routing the item package to the determined lowest cost pack station
and
wherein causing the custom container to be formed by the identified custom container forming device includes
causing the custom container to be formed by the determined lowest cost custom container forming device.

Clause 3. The computer-implemented method of clause 2, wherein the lowest cost pack station is based at least in
part on a cost associated with transporting an item of the item package from an inventory location.

Clause 4. The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein the identified custom container forming device
and the pack station are at a same location within the materials handling facility.

Clause 5. The computer-implemented method of clause 1, wherein the size range is selected from a plurality of size
ranges, each size range corresponding to a corrugate blank width for forming custom containers using a custom
container forming device.

Clause 6. The computer-implemented method of clause 5, wherein a custom container may be formed from a
corrugate blank width if a sum of a width x height of the custom container is less than a width of the corrugate blank.

Clause 7. The computer implemented method of clause 5, wherein the identified custom container forming device
is limited based on a size range of item packages assigned to the identified corresponding pack station.

Clause 8. The computer implemented method of clause 1, wherein identifying a custom container forming device
further includes:

identifying a plurality of item packages having a same size range as the item package; and
wherein causing a custom container to be formed by the identified custom container forming device further
includes causing, for each of the identified plurality of item packages, a custom container to be formed by the
identified custom container forming device.

Clause 9. The computer implemented method of clause 1, wherein the identified custom container forming device
is limited to forming custom containers having dimension values corresponding to the determined size range.

Clause 10. The computer implemented method of clause 1, wherein the identified custom container forming device
is limited based on a corrugate width utilized by the identified custom container forming device.

Clause 11. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium storing instructions for enabling receive of a plurality
of like items at a materials handling facility, the instructions when executed by a processor causing the processor to:

determine a usage of a custom container for containing an item of the plurality of like items; and
allocate at least a portion of the plurality of like items to a custom inventory location within the materials handling
facility, wherein the allocation is based at least in part upon the determined usage of a custom container for
containing an item of the plurality of like items.

Clause 12. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of clause 11, the instructions when executed by
the processor further causing the processor to:
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determine a frequency in which an item of the plurality of like items is contained in custom container with a
second item; and
associate each of at least a portion of the plurality of like items with corresponding second items.

Clause 13. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of clause 12, wherein each of the at least a
portion of the plurality of like items is associated with a corresponding second item includes containing an item of
the plurality of like items with a corresponding second item in a custom container prior to storing the item of the
plurality of like items in inventory.

Clause 14. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of clause 11, the instructions when executed by
the processor further causing the processor to:

allocate at least a portion of the plurality of like items for packaging in a custom container prior to storing in the
materials handling facility.

Clause 15. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of clause 11, wherein the custom inventory
location is physically near at least one custom container forming device configured to form custom containers.

Clause 16. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of clause 11, wherein the custom inventory
location is segmented into a plurality of regions, each region associated with a size range; and
wherein items are stored in each of the plurality of regions based at least in part on dimension values associated
with the item.

Clause 17. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of clause 16, wherein each of the plurality of
regions are physically near at least one custom container forming device configured to form custom containers
having dimension values corresponding to the associated size range.

Clause 18. A computing system, comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory coupled to the one or more processors and storing program instructions that when executed by the
one or more processors cause the one or more processor to:

identify a plurality of items of an item package for packaging in a custom container;
obtain dimension values for each of the identified plurality of items of the item package;
determine whether each of the obtained dimension values are within a respective expected range; and
if it is determined that each of the obtained dimension values are within a respective expected range,
determine item package dimension values, wherein the item package dimension values are based at least
in part on the obtained item dimension values.

Clause 19. The computing system of clause 18, wherein at least one of the obtained dimension values are stored.

Clause 20. The computing system of clause 19, wherein storing at least one of the obtained dimension values
includes aggregating the obtained dimension values for an item with stored dimension values associated with the item.

Clause 21. The computing system of clause 18, wherein the determination of whether each of the obtained dimension
values are within a respective expected range includes comparing each of the obtained dimension values with stored
dimension values associated with the respective item.

Clause 22. The computing system of clause 18, the program instructions that when executed by the one or more
processors further cause the one or more processor to:

cause a custom container forming device to form a custom container based at least on part on the determined
item package dimension values; and
cause the custom container to be marked with an identifier, the identifier including information associating the
item package dimension values with the formed custom container.

Clause 23. The computing system of clause 22, wherein the identifier further including information associating the
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item package with the custom container.

Clause 24. The computing system of clause 18, the program instructions that when executed by the one or more
processors further cause the one or more processor to:

cause a custom container forming device to form a custom container based at least on part on the determined
item package dimension values;
cause the custom container to be packed with the items of the item package;
determine an actual weight of the packed custom container; and
cause the custom container to be marked with an identifier, the identifier including information associating the
item package dimension values and the weight with the formed custom container.

Clause 25. A computer implemented method for packing a plurality of containers in a shipping container, comprising:

determining dimension values for the shipping container;
identifying a plurality of item packages associated with the shipping container;
coordinating at least one of picking, sorting, packing and routing of the identified item packages, wherein coor-
dinating improves an arrangement of containers storing the item packages when placed in the shipping container;
and
determining whether to modify at least one dimension value of at least one custom container associated with
an identified item package.

Clause 26. The computer implemented method of clause 25, wherein determining whether to modify at least one
dimension value of a custom container is based at least in part on the determined dimension values of the shipping
container.

Clause 27. The computer implemented method of clause 25, wherein determining whether to modify at least one
dimension value of a custom container is based at least in part on dimension values of a plurality of custom containers
associated with each of a respective plurality of item packages of the plurality of item packages.

Clause 28. The computer implemented method of clause 25, wherein determining whether to modify at least one
dimension value of a custom container includes determining whether to normalize a height of a plurality of custom
containers.

Clause 29. The computer implemented method of clause 25, wherein determining whether to modify at least one
dimension value is to create at least one of:

a total length dimension of a plurality of custom containers to correspond to a length of the shipping container; and
a total width dimension of a plurality of custom containers to corresponding to a width of the shipping container.

Clause 30. A computer implemented method for packing an item package in a container, comprising:

under control of one or more computing systems configured with executable instructions,
determining custom container dimension values for forming at a materials handling facility a custom container
for containing the item package, the custom container dimension values dependent at least in part upon the
physical characteristics associated with the item;
determining a size range for the custom container based at least in part on the determined custom container
dimension values;
identifying a custom container forming device configured to form custom containers having dimension values
corresponding to the determined size range; and
routing the item package to a pack station;
causing a custom container to be formed by the identified custom container forming device based at least in
part on dimension values associated with the item package; and
packing at the pack station the item package in the formed custom container.

Clause 31. The computer-implemented method of clause 30, wherein identifying a custom container forming device
further includes:
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identifying a plurality of custom container forming devices configured to form custom containers having dimension
values corresponding to the determined size range;
determining a combination of a lowest cost pack station for packing the item package and a lowest cost custom
container forming device for forming the custom container;
wherein routing the item package includes routing the item package to the determined lowest cost pack station
and
wherein causing the custom container to be formed by the identified custom container forming device includes
causing the custom container to be formed by the determined lowest cost custom container forming device.

Clause 32. The computer implemented method of clause 30, wherein identifying a custom container forming device
further includes:

identifying a plurality of item packages having a same size range as the item package; and
wherein causing a custom container to be formed by the identified custom container forming device further
includes causing, for each of the identified plurality of item packages, a custom container to be formed by the
identified custom container forming device.

Clause 33. The computer implemented method of clause 30, wherein the identified custom container forming device
is limited to forming custom containers having dimension values corresponding to the determined size range.

Clause 34. A computing system, comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory coupled to the one or more processors and storing program instructions that when executed by the
one or more processors cause the one or more processor to:

identify a plurality of items of an item package for packaging in a custom container;
obtain dimension values for each of the identified plurality of items of the item package;
determine whether each of the obtained dimension values are within a respective expected range; and
if it is determined that each of the obtained dimension values are within a respective expected range,
determine item package dimension values, wherein the item package dimension values are based at least
in part on the obtained item dimension values.

Clause 35. The computing system of clause 34, wherein at least one of the obtained dimension values are stored.

Clause 36. The computing system of clause 35, wherein storing at least one of the obtained dimension values
includes aggregating the obtained dimension values for an item with stored dimension values associated with the item.

Clause 37. The computing system of clause 34, wherein the determination of whether each of the obtained dimension
values are within a respective expected range includes comparing each of the obtained dimension values with stored
dimension values associated with the respective item.

Clause 38. The computing system of clause 34, the program instructions that when executed by the one or more
processors further cause the one or more processor to:

cause a custom container forming device to form a custom container based at least on part on the determined
item package dimension values; and
cause the custom container to be marked with an identifier, the identifier including information associating the
item package dimension values with the formed custom container.

Clause 39. The computing system of clause 34, the program instructions that when executed by the one or more
processors further cause the one or more processor to:

cause a custom container forming device to form a custom container based at least on part on the determined
item package dimension values;
cause the custom container to be packed with the items of the item package;
determine an actual weight of the packed custom container; and
cause the custom container to be marked with an identifier, the identifier including information associating the
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item package dimension values and the weight with the formed custom container.

Clause 40. A computer implemented method for packing a plurality of containers in a shipping container, comprising:

determining dimension values for the shipping container;
identifying a plurality of item packages associated with the shipping container;
coordinating at least one of picking, sorting, packing and routing of the identified item packages, wherein coor-
dinating improves an arrangement of containers storing the item packages when placed in the shipping container;
and
determining whether to modify at least one dimension value of at least one custom container associated with
an identified item package.

Clause 41. The computer implemented method of clause 40, wherein determining whether to modify at least one
dimension value of a custom container is based at least in part on the determined dimension values of the shipping
container.

Clause 42. The computer implemented method of clause 40, wherein determining whether to modify at least one
dimension value of a custom container is based at least in part on dimension values of a plurality of custom containers
associated with each of a respective plurality of item packages of the plurality of item packages.

Clause 43. The computer implemented method of clause 40, wherein determining whether to modify at least one
dimension value of a custom container includes determining whether to normalize a height of a plurality of custom
containers.

Clause 44. The computer implemented method of clause 40, wherein determining whether to modify at least one
dimension value is to create at least one of:

a total length dimension of a plurality of custom containers to correspond to a length of the shipping container; and
a total width dimension of a plurality of custom containers to corresponding to a width of the shipping container.

Claims

1. A computing system, comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory coupled to the one or more processors and storing program instructions that when executed by the
one or more processors cause the one or more processor to:

identify a plurality of items of an item package for packaging in a custom container;
obtain dimension values for each of the identified plurality of items of the item package;
determine whether each of the obtained dimension values are within a respective expected range; and
if it is determined that each of the obtained dimension values are within a respective expected range,
determine item package dimension values, wherein the item package dimension values are based at least
in part on the obtained item dimension values.

2. The computing system of claim 1 wherein at least one of the obtained dimension values are stored.

3. The computing system of claim 2, wherein storing at least one of the obtained dimension values includes aggregating
the obtained dimension values for an item with stored dimension values associated with the item.

4. The computing system of claim 1, wherein the determination of whether each of the obtained dimension values are
within a respective expected range includes comparing each of the obtained dimension values with stored dimension
values associated with the respective item.

5. The computing system of claim 1, the program instructions that when executed by the one or more processors
further cause the one or more processor to:
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cause a custom container forming device to form a custom container based at least on part on the determined
item package dimension values; and
cause the custom container to be marked with an identifier, the identifier including information associating the
item package dimension values with the formed custom container.

6. The computing system of claim 5, wherein the identifier further including information associating the item package
with the custom container.

7. The computing system of claim 1, the program instructions that when executed by the one or more processors
further cause the one or more processor to:

cause a custom container forming device to form a custom container based at least on part on the determined
item package dimension values;
cause the custom container to be packed with the items of the item package;
determine an actual weight of the packed custom container; and
cause the custom container to be marked with an identifier, the identifier including information associating the
item package dimension values and the weight with the formed custom container.

8. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium storing instructions for enabling receive of a plurality of like
items at a materials handling facility, the instructions when executed by a processor causing the processor to at least:

identify a plurality of items of an item package for packaging in a custom container;
obtain dimension values for each of the identified plurality of items of the item package;
determine whether each of the obtained dimension values are within a respective expected range; and
if it is determined that each of the obtained dimension values are within a respective expected range, determine
item package dimension values, wherein the item package dimension values are based at least in part on the
obtained item dimension values.

9. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium of claim 8 wherein at least one of the obtained dimension
values are stored.

10. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium claim 9, wherein storing at least one of the obtained dimension
values includes aggregating the obtained dimension values for an item with stored dimension values associated
with the item.

11. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium claim 8, wherein the determination of whether each of the
obtained dimension values are within a respective expected range includes comparing each of the obtained dimen-
sion values with stored dimension values associated with the respective item.

12. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium claim 8, the instructions when executed by the processor
further causing the processor to at least:

cause a custom container forming device to form a custom container based at least on part on the determined
item package dimension values; and
cause the custom container to be marked with an identifier, the identifier including information associating the
item package dimension values with the formed custom container.

13. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium claim 12, wherein the identifier further including information
associating the item package with the custom container.

14. The non-transitory computer readable storage medium claim 8, the instructions when executed by the processor
further causing the processor to at least:

cause a custom container forming device to form a custom container based at least on part on the determined
item package dimension values;
cause the custom container to be packed with the items of the item package;
determine an actual weight of the packed custom container; and
cause the custom container to be marked with an identifier, the identifier including information associating the
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item package dimension values and the weight with the formed custom container.
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